
Home is where comfort rules supreme. We understand 
your feelings and hence have designed a Video Door 
Phone that lets you view a visitor on your TV set. 
What’s more, ensuring you complete safety is an 
additional CCTV camera that can be installed at a 
different location such as back door, balcony etc. to 
secure a wider area!

Also, enjoy multiple location view 
with an additional CCTV

Visitor comes at your door

The VDP connects to the 
TV through the indoor unit

You see the visitor on your TV set

Colour LCD Screen on the indoor unit allows 
you to monitor visitors at the door

The colour LCD screen on the indoor unit makes 
sure that no details are missed and you get a 

clear view of the visitor standing outside the door.

Backlit touch sensitive keypad
Backlit touch sensitive keypad on the indoor unit 
allows easy operation in the dark. So now relax 

regardless whether it’s day or night

Magnetic handset that clings to the indoor 
unit for added convenience

Security is all set with the magnetic handset that 
clings to the indoor unit making sure that 

convenience greets you at every step.

Allows one way video and two way audio 
communication

All round security is now at your service 24X7. It 
comes equipped with one-way video and 

two-way audio communication.

Aesthetic dual tone design
Distance will never be a problem when See Thru Quadra 

Mobile Application is at hand, for Remote Viewing the video 
feed over internet using Smart Phone.

View visitors on your TV set
Relax. You no longer need to attend the door. Now view 
visitors from the comforts of your home, on your TV set.

Unlock door without attending it
Conveniently unlock the door without attending it. It’s easy 

and smart way to ensure safety at your home.

Captures and stores photographs with
every outdoor unit bell press

Click. Click. Click! Captures and stores photographs of every 
single movement for future reference every time someone 

presses the outdoor unit bell.

Vandal resistant and weatherproof outdoor unit
Be it wind or rains, robbers or petty thieves, the vandal 

resistant and weather proof outdoor unit ensures protection 
under any circumstance.

Additional SmartView CCTV camera secures a wider area
The wider the view the greater is the security. That’s what the 
additional SmartView CCTV camera does, by enlarging your 

viewing perimeter considerably.


